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We compute the boundary terms and junction conditions for Horndeski’s panoptic class of scalar-
tensor theories, and write the bulk and boundary equations of motion in explicitly second order
form. We consider a number of special subclasses, including galileon theories, and present the
corresponding formulae. Our analysis opens up of the possibility of studying tunnelling between
vacua in generalized scalar-tensor theories, and braneworld dynamics. The latter follows because
our results are independent of spacetime dimension.
I. INTRODUCTION
The suggestion that the gravitational force might contain an additional scalar component dates back to Kaluza
and Klein’s attempts to unify gravity with electromagnetism using five dimensional General Relativity [1, 2], with the
scalar field corresponding to fluctuations in the size of the fifth dimension. Scalar-tensor theories of gravitation were
considered in their own right, first by Scherrer as early as 1941 [3], then independently by Jordan [4] and Thiry [5]1,
and most notably by Brans and Dicke [7]. Such theories have received plenty of interest over the years, especially
within the cosmology community. This ranges from early thoughts on Dirac’s large number hypothesis [4, 8] to recent
attempts to account for dark energy using modified gravity (for a review, see [9]). Current interest is motivated, in
part, by string theory, and the plethora of scalar fields that arise from string compactifications [10].
Given the possible applications to cosmology, it is no surprise that the most general scalar-tensor theory was
formulated by Horndeski in 1974 [11]. What is surprising is that this theory was forgotten about until very recently,
where it was resurrected in [12], and discovered independently in [13]. Horndeski’s theory is the “most general”
scalar-tensor theory up to the requirement of second order field equations in four dimensions. Higher order field
equations can be interpreted as propagating extra fields, and in any event, they typically suffer from the Ostrogradski
instability [14]. Here we will work with the DGSZ formulation [13] of Horndeski’s theory, as it is more aesthetic and
is valid in any number of dimensions2. This is given by
S[gab, φ] =
∫
M
k(φ,X)−G3(φ,X)φ+G4(φ,X)R+G4X∇a[aφ∇bb]φ+G5(φ,X)Gab∇a∇bφ−
G5X
6
∇a[aφ∇bbφ∇cc]φ
(1)
where X = − 12 (∇φ)2, and the antisymmetrisation does not include the usual factor of 1/n!. The covariant
measure on the manifold is omitted for brevity.
As they stand, neither the original Horndeski action [11], nor the recent reformulation [13] given above admit a well
defined variational principle on a manifold with a boundary. This is problematic if one wishes to apply (Euclidean)
path-integral methods to Horndeski’s theory, or if one wishes to consider the dynamics of domain walls configurations.
The same is true, of course, of the Einstein-Hilbert action, where the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term [16, 17] is
added such that the full theory can be extremised with Dirichilet boundary conditions on the spacetime metric. In
this paper, we derive the analogue of the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term for Horndeski’s theory.
Armed with a well defined action, we can derive the junction conditions across a co-dimension one brane, or domain
wall, embedded within the manifold. This leads to the analogue of the Israel junction conditions [18] in Horndeski’s
theory, and opens up the possiblity of studying plenty of new physics from bubble nucleation to braneworld dynamics.
Our derivation makes use of the standard technique of treating the brane as the common boundary of the bulk
geometry on either side of the brane. The methods used for deriving the boundary terms and junction conditions
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1 We thank Stanley Deser for enlightening us on the history of scalar-tensor theories. See [6] for an historical overview.
2 In four dimensions, the Horndeski and DGSZ actions were shown to be equivalent [15], and given Horndeski’s proof, we know this to be
the most general scalar-tensor theory admitting second order field equations. In higher dimensions the DGSZ action is known to yield
second order field equations, but it is not the most general theory.
2will be described in more detail in section II, where we will explicitly present the relevant calculation for the first
two terms in (1). The boundary terms and junction conditions for the full theory will be presented in section III. In
section IV we will discuss some special cases such as Brans-Dicke gravity [7], flat space galileon [19] and covariant
galileon [20] theory. We will conclude in section V.
II. METHODOLOGY
Let us briefly outline the methodology we used in deriving the results that will be presented in the next section.
Consider the incomplete action (1) defined on a manifold M with boundary ∂M. The boundary may be spacelike
(s = −1) or timelike (s = +1). We begin by computing the variation of (1) keeping track of all surface terms. The
result is
δS[gab, φ] =
∫
M
εabδgab + ε
φδφ+
∫
∂M
X ijδhij +X
φδφ+ Y ijδ(hij,n) + Y
φδφn (2)
where εab and εφ are the equations of motion. We are using bulk coordinates xa, and boundary coordinates ξi, and
we may think of the boundary as an embedding xa = Xa(ξ). This defines tangent vectors ∂iX
a, each of which is
orthogonal to the unit outward point normal na. The induced metric on the boundary is defined as
hij = ∂iX
a∂jX
bgab|∂M (3)
This can also be identified with the projector on to the boundary, which we denote hab = gab − snanb, where
s = gabn
anb.
Dirichilet boundary conditions require that δφ and δhij vanish on ∂M, so the boundary terms X ijδhij and Xφδφ
are not considered problematic. The same cannot be said of the remaining boundary terms Y ijδ(hij,n) and Y
φδφn.
φn = n
a∂aφ|∂M is the normal derivative to the scalar on the boundary, and its variation is not necessarily vanishing.
Similarly, hij,n = ∂iX
a∂jX
bnc∂cgab|∂M, which is the normal derivative to the metric on the boundary. These
troublesome boundary terms are present because the DGSZ action (1) contains terms with second order derivatives.
To fix this problem, we must add a boundary term B[hij , φ, hij,n, φn] whose variation cancels off the troublesome
contributions described above. In other words, we must choose B such that
δB[hij , φ, hij,n, φn] =
∫
∂M
Zijδhij + Z
φδφ− Y ijδ(hij,n)− Y φδφn (4)
It then follows that the total action Stotal = S +B admits a well defined variational principle, since
δStotal =
∫
M
εabδgab + ε
φδφ+
∫
∂M
J ijδhij + J
φδφ (5)
where J ij = X ij + Zij and Jφ = Xφ + Zφ. Now, it is immediately clear that the choice of B is not unique: if B is
a good boundary term, then so is B + η[hij , φ], since the variation of η acts only to renormalise Z
ij and Zφ. The
same is of course true for the Gibbons-Hawking term in General Relativity. To eliminate this ambiguity, we impose
a minimal construction, requiring that B → 0 as both hij,n → 0 and φn → 0.
The junction conditions across a domain wall, Σ ∈ M, can now be derived in one of two ways. The first is to
treat the wall as a delta-function source in the field equations. A completely equivalent approach, and the one we
will adopt here, is to note that the wall splits the manifold M into two manifolds, M+ and M−, and is treated as
the common boundary to each. Of course, this statement neglects the contribution of boundary components far away
from the wall, since they play no role here. The action describing the system is given by
SDW = S
+
total + S
−
total + SΣ (6)
where S±total is the total action defined onM± with boundary ∂M±. Variation of the full action yields
δSDW =
∫
M+
εabδgab + ε
φδφ+
∫
∂M+
J ijδhij + J
φδφ
+
∫
M
−
εabδgab + ε
φδφ+
∫
∂M
−
J ijδhij + J
φδφ+
∫
Σ
1√−h
δSΣ
δhij
δhij +
1√−h
δSΣ
δφ
δφ (7)
3Now because of the orientation, it is clear that
∫
∂M+
= − ∫
∂M
−
=
∫
Σ. It follows that
δSDW =
∫
M+∪M−
εabδgab + ε
φδφ+
∫
Σ
(
∆J ij +
1√−h
δSΣ
δhij
)
δhij +
(
∆Jφ +
1√−h
δSΣ
δφ
)
δφ (8)
where ∆Q = Q∂M+ −Q∂M− . The resulting junction conditions are given by the continuity relations ∆hij = ∆φ = 0
and the analogue of the Israel equations,
∆J ij = − 1√−h
δSΣ
δhij
, ∆Jφ = − 1√−h
δSΣ
δφ
(9)
Note that the continuity relations ensure that equations (9) are invariant under B → B + η[hij , φ].
We shall now demonstrate explicitly how this methodology was applied to the first two terms in (1). We begin with
the k-essence term [21], Sk =
∫
M
k(φ,X). Variation yields
δSk =
∫
M
1
2
[
kX∇aφ∇bφ+ kgab
]
δgab + [kφ +∇a(kX∇aφ)] δφ+
∫
∂M
−kXφnδφ (10)
Because there were no second derivatives in Sk this piece of the action is already well defined, and there is no need to
add a boundary term. The contribution to the equations of motion and junction conditions can be immediately read
off:
εabk =
1
2
[
kX∇aφ∇bφ+ kgab
]
εφk = kφ +∇a(kX∇aφ) (11)
J ijk = 0 J
φ
k = ∆ [−kXφn] (12)
Next we consider the second term in the DGSZ action (1), S3 = −
∫
M
G3(φ,X)φ. We shall perform the variation
with respect to φ and gab separately. Starting with the φ variation, we find,
δφS3 =
∫
M
{
−G3φφ− (G3Xφa);aφ−G3Xφb∇b∇c∇cφ−G3
}
δφ (13)
+
∫
∂M
[G3Xφnφ+G3n] δφ−G3δφn
where G3n ≡ na∇aG3. The boundary terms contain the problematic contribution from δφn. To cancel this off, we
add the following:
B3 =
∫
∂M
F3(φ, Y, φn) (14)
where Y = − 12hij∂iφ∂jφ is the boundary analogue of X , and
F3(φ, Y, φn) =
∫ φn
0
dx G3
(
φ, Y − 1
2
sx2
)
(15)
To see that this works, we note that
δφB3 =
∫
B
G3δφn +
[
F3φ − (F3Y φi);i
]
δφ (16)
The φ variation of the completed action is well behaved, and yields
δφ(S3 +B3) =
∫
M
εφ3δφ+
∫
∂M
Jφ3 δφ (17)
where
εφ3 = −G3φφ−
(
G3Xφ
b
)
;b
φ+G3XRabφ
aφb + (G3Xφ
a);bφab − (G3φφa);a (18)
Jφ3 = G3XCφn +G3φφn +G3XKijφ
iφj − F3Y Y φiφjφij + F3Y ¯φ+ F3φ + F3Y φφiφi (19)
4A few comments are in order here. In arriving at the expression for εφ3 we have eliminated the apparent third derivative
terms using the Riemann identify, giving
−G3Xφb∇b∇c∇cφ−G3 = G3XRabφaφb + (G3Xφb);aφab − (G3φφa);a (20)
This serves as a good check of our calculation as we know that the equations of motion are second order. Note that
we sometimes denote covariant derivatives using superscripts and subscripts, ie φa = ∇aφ, φa = ∇aφ etc. Covariant
derivatives along the normal direction attain the super/subscript n, ie φn = n
aφa, φnn = n
anbφab.
Similarly, the final expression for Jφ3 has made use of the following identity
G3n ≡ na∇aG3 = G3φφn − sG3Xφnn −G3Xφniφi +G3XKijφij (21)
where Kij is the extrinsic curvature of the boundary, defined as the Lie derivative of the induced metric with respect
to the normal
Kij =
1
2
Lnhij (22)
We also introduce the covariant derivative on the boundary, D¯i, which we will sometimes denote using superscripts
and subscripts, as with the bulk covariant derivative, ie φi = D¯iφ, φ
i = D¯iφ. The covariant d’Alembertian on the
boundary is written as ¯ = D¯iD¯
i, while the boundary scalar C is defined as the trace C = hijCij , where
Cij = D¯iD¯jφ+ sφnKij (23)
In other words C = ¯φ+ sφnK where K = h
ijKij . Further details of the useful formulae used in our derivations can
be found in appendix A. Once again we note that Jφ3 contains no more than second derivatives along the boundary,
and first derivatives along the normal. This is to be expected for a second order system in the bulk.
We now consider the variation of S3 with respect to the metric gab. This gives,
δgS3 =
∫
M
−1
2
[
G3φg
ab +G3Xφφ
aφb +G;a3 φ
b +G;b3 φ
a − (G3φc);c gab
]
δgab +
∫
∂M
−1
2
G3φnh
ijδhij
Although the metric variation does not lead to any troublesome boundary terms, we must account for any additional
contributions coming from B3. The metric variation of B3 yields
δgB3 =
∫
∂M
1
2
[
F3h
ij + F3Y φ
iφj
]
δhij (24)
It follows that
δg(S3 +B3) =
∫
M
εab3 δgab +
∫
∂M
J ij3 δhij (25)
where
εab3 = −
1
2
[
G3φg
ab +G3Xφφ
aφb +G;a3 φ
b +G;b3 φ
a − (G3φc);c gab
]
(26)
J ij3 =
1
2
[
F3h
ij + F3Y φ
iφj −G3φnhij
]
(27)
Again we see that the metric equations of motion are second order in the bulk, and the junctions conditions contain
no more than second derivatives along the boundary, and first derivatives along the normal.
Analogous calculations were applied to the remaining terms in the DGSZ action, which we denote
S4 =
∫
M
G4(φ,X)R+G4X∇a[aφ∇bb]φ, S5 =
∫
M
G5(φ,X)Gab∇a∇bφ− G5X
6
∇a[aφ∇bbφ∇cc]φ (28)
However, the algebra is extremely long so we shall not present it here, being content to present the results in the next
section. Further details may be found in the forthcoming PhD thesis [22].
5III. BOUNDARY TERMS AND JUNCTION CONDITIONS FOR HORNDESKI THEORY
In this section we shall simply quote the results of lengthy calculations, as described in the previous section. Our
starting point is the DGSZ action for a general scalar-tensor theory [13], which is equivalent to Horndeski’s original
theory [11] in four dimensions [15]. Let us repeat the form of this action in order to make this section self-contained:
S[gab, φ] =
∫
M
k(φ,X)−G3(φ,X)φ+G4(φ,X)R+G4X∇a[aφ∇bb]φ+G5(φ,X)Gab∇a∇bφ−
G5X
6
∇a[aφ∇bbφ∇cc]φ
(29)
where X = − 12 (∇φ)2. Recall that the antisymmetrisation does not include the usual factor of 1/n!, and that the
covariant measure on the manifold is omitted for brevity. In order to admit a well defined variational principle under
Dirichilet boundary conditions, this action must be supplemented by the following boundary term
B[hij , φ, hij,n, φn] =
5∑
α=3
Bα[hij , φ, hij,n, φn] (30)
where
B3 =
∫
∂M
F3 (31)
B4 =
∫
∂M
2(G4K − F4Y φii)
B5 =
∫
∂M
−1
2
sG5K
[i
i K
j]
j φn −G5φ[ii Kj]j +
1
2
R¯F5 +
1
2
F5Y φ
[i
i φ
j]
j
Here we define
Fα(φ, Y, φn) =
∫ φn
0
dx Gα
(
φ, Y − 1
2
sx2
)
, Y = −1
2
φiφ
i (32)
from which it follows that ∂Fα
∂φn
= Gα. Note that any curvature terms with an “overbar” correspond to boundary
curvatures, eg R¯ijkl is the boundary Riemann tensor, G¯ij is the boundary Einstein tensor, R¯ is the boundary Ricci
scalar, etc etc. Of course, if the “overbar” is absent, it corresponds to a bulk curvature.
Variation of the full action, Stotal = S +B now yields,
δStotal =
∫
M
εabδgab + ε
φδφ+
∫
∂M
J ijδhij + J
φδφ (33)
where the bulk equations of motion are given by
εab =
1
2
(Eab + Eba), Eab = Eabk +
5∑
α=3
Eabα ; εφ = εφk +
5∑
α=3
εφα (34)
with
Eabk =
1
2
(kXφ
aφb + kgab) (35)
Eab3 = −
1
2
[
G3φg
ab +G3Xφφ
aφb + 2G;a3 φ
b − (G3φc);c gab
]
(36)
Eab4 =
1
2
(
gabG4Xφ
[f
f φ
g]
g +G4XRφ
aφb − 2G4Gab +G4XXφ[ff φg]g φaφb
)− (G4φφc);[cga]b
+(G4Xφd)
;[cga]bφdc +G4Xφ
dga[bR
c]
dceφ
e + 2G
;[a
4Xφ
c]
c φ
b − 2G4XRacφbφc − (G4Xφd);dga[bφc]c (37)
Eab5 =
1
2
[
G5(R
ab
φ−Rφab)− 4G5Gacφcb + 2(G5φa);dGbd − (G5φc);cGab −G;[a5Xφccφd]d φb
+
1
2
G5X;dφ
dga[bφccφ
e]
e +
1
2
G5X(φ)g
a[bφccφ
d]
d +G5XGcdφ
cdφaφb − 1
6
G5XXφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h φ
aφb
ga[bφcc∇d](G5φφd)− ga[bφcc∇d](G5Xφe)φed −G5Xga[bφccRd]edfφeφf −G5Xφaφ[cc Rbd]deφe
+2G;a5 R
b
cφ
c − 2G5;cRcabdφd − 2G5;cRcdφdgab + 2G5Radφbd −
1
2
G5Rφg
ab − G5X
6
gabφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h
]
(38)
6and
εφk = kφ + (kXφa)
;a (39)
εφ3 = −G3φφ−
(
G3Xφ
b
)
;b
φ+G3XRabφ
aφb + (G3Xφ
a);bφab − (G3φφa);a (40)
εφ4 = G4φR+ (G4Xφa)
;aR+G4Xφφ
[f
f φ
g]
g + (G4XXφa)
;aφ
[f
f φ
g]
g − 2G4XXφ[bb Ra]cadφcφd + 2(G4Xφφa)[;aφb]b
−2(G4XXφc)[;aφb]b φca − 4RabG;a4Xφb−2G4XRabφab (41)
εφ5 = G5φGabφ
ab + (G5Xφc)
;cGabφ
ab − 1
6
G5Xφφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h −
1
6
(G5XXφc)
;cφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h
+(G5φφ
a);bGab − (G5Xφc);bφacGab +G5XRabcdGadφbφc − 1
2
(G5Xφφa)
;[aφbbφ
c]
c
+
1
2
(G5XXφ
d);[aφbbφ
c]
c φad +
1
2
G5XXφ
dφeφ[aa φ
b
bR
c]
dce −G5X;aφ[bb Rac]cdφd
−1
2
G5XR
[ab
bdRa
c]
ceφ
dφe −G5Xφ[ad φbbRac]cd (42)
Note that we have written the bulk equations of motion in a form that is explicitly second order, something that has
yet to appear in the literature, as far as we are aware.
As explained in the previous section, the junction conditions (9) can be obtained from the boundary equations of
motion, which are given by
J ij =
1
2
(J ij + J ji), J ij =
5∑
α=3
J ijα ; Jφα = Jφk +
5∑
α=3
Jφα (43)
with
J ij3 =
1
2
[
F3h
ij + F3Y φ
iφj −G3φnhij
]
(44)
J ij4 = −G4(Kij −Khij) +G4φφnhij −G4Xφkφnkhij +G4XφkφlKklhij + 2sG4XBiφj
+G4Xφnh
i[jC
k]
k +G4XKφ
iφj − F4Y Y φiφj¯φ− 2F ;i4Y φj + F4Y ;kφkhij (45)
J ij5 =
1
2
[
−1
2
sG5XK
[k
k K
l]
l φ
iφjφn −G5Xφ[kk K l]l φiφj − 2G;[i5 Kk]k φj
+G5;kφ
khi[jK
l]
l − F5G¯ij +
1
2
F5Y R¯φ
iφj +
1
2
F5Y Y φ
[k
k φ
l]
l φ
iφj + 2F
[;i
5Y φ
k]
k φ
j
+2sG5;kB
khij − 2sG;i5Bj − φnkG;[k5 hi]j + (F5Y φk)[;lhi]jφkl − (F5Y φk);khi[jφl]l + F5Y φkR¯klm[lhi]jφm
+G5φnG¯
ij −G5φφnhi[jCk]k +G5Xφnkφkhi[jCl]l −G5XKklφkφlhi[jCm]m
−2sG5XφiB[jCk]k + sG5Xφnhi[jBk]Bk −
1
2
G5Xφnh
i[jCkkC
l]
l +
1
2
F5Y φ
[k
k φ
l]
l h
ij−2F5Y R¯ikφjφk
]
(46)
7and
Jφk = −kXφn (47)
Jφ3 = G3XCφn +G3φφn +G3XKijφ
iφj − F3Y Y φiφjφij + F3Y ¯φ+ F3φ + F3Y φφiφi (48)
Jφ4 = −G4Xφn(R¯− sK [ii Kj]j )−G4XXφn[−2sBiBi + C [ii Cj]j ] + 4sG4X;iBi − 2G4XφφnC + 2G4XXCφniφi
−2G4XXCKijφiφj − 2G4XKijφij + 2G4φK + 2(G4Xφi);iK − 2(F4Y Y φi);i¯φ+ 2F4Y Y R¯ijφiφj − 2G4X;iφin
+2(F4Y Y φ
i);jφ
j
i−2(F4Y φφi);i − 2F4Y φ¯φ (49)
Jφ5 = −sG5X;iB[iCj]j −G5XCijφn
(
G¯ij − s
[
KKij − 2KikKkj −
1
2
hij(K
2 +KklK
kl)
])
−G5φφi(Kij ;j −K;i)
+
1
2
(G5φφn − sG5XφiBi)(R¯ − sK [kk K l]l ) +G5XCijφj(Kik ;k −K;i) +
1
6
G5XXC
[i
i C
j
jC
k]
k φn
+
1
2
G5φXφnC
[i
i C
j]
j −
1
2
sG5XXφiB
iC
[k
k C
l]
l − sG5φXφiB[iCi]i + sG5XXφiCijB[jCk]k −G5XCφi(Kij ;j −K;i)
+sG5XCφnKijK
ij + sG5Xφ
iBj(R¯ij − sKKij + 2sKikKkj ) +G5XCijφkKi[k;j] −G5XBiφjKikKkj
+sG5XφnKikK
kjCij −
1
2
sG5φK
[i
i K
j]
j φn −
1
2
s(G5XK
[i
i K
j]
j φnφk)
;k −G5φφ[ii Kj]j − (G5Xφi);iφ[jj Kk]k
−G5Xφ[ii Kj]j;kφk +
1
2
(F5Y φi)
;iR¯− (G5φφi)[;iKj]j + (G5Xφi)[;jKk]kφij + s(G5Xφn)[;iKj]j φni
−2G[;i5 Kj]j;i +
1
2
(F5Y Y φi)
;[iφjjφ
k]
k +G5X;iφn
;[iφ
j]
j +G5X(φ
iKij)
[;jC
k]
k −G5XB[iKj]j;iφn
−G5XK [iiR¯jkk]lφjφl + F5Y Y φ[ii R¯jkk]lφjφl − F5Y R¯ijφij − 2F5Y ;iφjR¯ij
+sG5XR¯ijB
iφj −G5;i(Kij ;j −K ;i) + (F5Y φφi)[;iφj]j +
1
2
F5φR¯+
1
2
F5Y φφ
[i
i φ
j]
j −G5XφniB[iKj]j (50)
Here we recall that
Cij = D¯iD¯jφ+ sφnKij , C = h
ijCij = ¯φ+ sφnK (51)
and we introduce the boundary vector
Bi = sD¯iφn − sKijD¯jφ (52)
Note also that φni = D¯iφn. The formulae for J
ij and Jφ have been written so that they are explictly second order in
boundary derivatives, and first order in normal derivatives.
IV. EXAMPLES
We shall now present the boundary terms and junction conditions for certain important subclasses of Horndeski’s
theory, specifically: General Relativity (as a check), Brans-Dicke gravity [7], covariant galileon theory [20], and the
original flat space galileon theory [19]. Of course, one can use the results of the previous section to infer the boundary
terms and junction conditions for many other theories such as the Fab Four [12], DBI theories [23], conformal galileon
[19], KGB theories [24] and so on.
A. General Relativity
General Relativity is perhaps the most “special” special case of Horndeski’s theory, corresponding to the choice
G4 =
1
16piG
, k = G3 = G5 = 0
so that the bulk action is given by the standard Einstein-Hilbert action
S =
1
16piG
∫
M
R (53)
8and, as expected, the boundary term is given by the Gibbons-Hawking term [16, 17]
B =
1
8piG
∫
∂M
K (54)
The bulk equations of motion are simply the Einstein tensor
εab = − 1
16piG
Gab (55)
while the boundary equations of motion take the form expected from the Israel junction conditions [18]
J ij = − 1
16piG
(
Kij −Khij) (56)
B. Brans-Dicke theory
Brans-Dicke theory [7] is the most well studied scalar-tensor theory, and corresponds to the choice
k =
ω
8piφ
X G4 =
φ
16pi
, G3 = G5 = 0 (57)
so that the bulk action is given by
S =
1
16pi
∫
M
φR− w (∇φ)
2
φ
(58)
and the boundary term by
B =
1
8pi
∫
∂M
φK (59)
The bulk equations of motion are the usual Brans-Dicke field equations
εab = − 1
16pi
[
φGab + gabφ− φab − ω
φ
(
Xgab + φaφb
)]
(60)
εφ =
1
16pi
[
R+ 2w
(
φ
φ
+
X
φ2
)]
(61)
while the boundary equations of motion are
J ij =
1
16pi
[−φ (Kij −Khij)+ φnhij] (62)
Jφ =
1
8pi
[
K − ω
φ
φn
]
(63)
It is easy to check that these are consistent with the junction conditions presented in [25].
C. Covariant galileon
Covariant galileon theory [20] was developed in order to couple the original galileon theory [19] to gravity without
introducing any new higher derivatives. We will ignore the historical timeline and begin by discussing the covariant
model because the flat space galileon is easily obtained by decoupling the graviton. Static spherically symmetric thin
shells for the covariant galileon, up to cubic order, were studied in [26] in order to explore aspects of the Vainshtein
mechanism [27]. This suggests that the following formulae will ultimately lend themselves to undertstanding screening
mechanisms in modified gravity.
The covariant galileon theory corresponds to the choice,
k = c2X, G3 = −c3X, G4 = 1
2
c4X
2, G5 = −3c5X2 (64)
9where ci are constant. This gives the bulk action,
S =
∫
M
c2X + c3Xφ+ c4X
(
φ
[f
f φ
g]
g +
1
2
XR
)
+ c5X
(
φ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h − 3XGabφab
)
(65)
and the boundary term
B =
∫
∂M
(
c3 + 2c4¯φ+ 3c5φ
[f
f φ
g]
g
)
φn
(
1
6
sφ2n − Y
)
− 3
2
c5R¯φn
[(
1
6
sφ2n − Y
)2
+
φ4n
45
]
+ c4X
2K +
3
2
c5X
2
(
sK
[i
i K
j]
j φn + 2φ
[i
i K
j]
j
)
(66)
where we recall that Y = − 12φiφi is the boundary analogue of X . The bulk equations of motion now give εab =
1
2 (Eab + Eba) with
Eab = 1
2
c2(φ
aφb +Xgab)
+c3
[
1
2
φ
[
φaφb +Xgab
]
+X(;aφb) − 1
2
(Xφc);c g
ab
]
+c4
[
1
2
(
gabXφ
[f
f φ
g]
g +XRφ
aφb −X2Gab + φ[ff φg]g φaφb
)
+(Xφd)
;[cga]bφdc +Xφ
dga[bR
c]
dceφ
e + 2X ;[aφc]c φ
b − 2XRacφbφc − (Xφd);dga[bφc]c
]
+
1
2
c5
[
− 3X2(Rabφ−Rφab) + 12X2Gacφcb − 6(X2φa);dGbd + 3(X2φc);cGab + 6X ;[aφccφd]d φb
− 3X;dφdga[bφccφe]e − 3Xφga[bφccφd]d − 6XGcdφcdφaφb + φ[ff φggφh]h φaφb
+ 6ga[bφcc∇d](Xφe)φed + 6Xga[bφccRd]edfφeφf + 6Xφaφ[cc Rbd]deφe − 6(X2);aRbcφc
+ 6(X2);cR
cabdφd + 6(X
2);cR
cdφdg
ab − 6X2Radφbd +
3
2
X2Rφgab +Xgabφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h
]
(67)
and
εφ = c2φ
+c3
[
(φ)2 −Rabφaφb − φabφab
]
+c4
[
(Xφa)
;aR+φφ
[f
f φ
g]
g − 2φ[bb Ra]cadφcφd − 2φ[ac φb]b φca − 4RabX ;aφb−2c4XRabφab
]
+c5
[
− 6(Xφc);cGabφab +φφ[ff φggφh]h + 6(Xφc);bφacGab − 6XRabcdGadφbφc − 3φd;[aφbbφc]c φad
− 3φdφeφ[aa φbbRc]dce + 6X;aφ[bb Rac]cdφd + 3XR[abbdRac]ceφdφe + 6Xφ[ad φbbRac]cd
]
(68)
We have checked the consistency of these equations with the corresponding formulae presented in [20]3. The boundary
3 The formula for εab matches exactly, while the formulae for εφ differ by a term proportional to XRabcdRabceφ
dφe. We believe that [20]
contains a typo and that the formula (68) presented here is correct.
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equations of motion for variation of the metric are given by J ij = 12
(J ij + J ji) with,
J ij = 1
2
c3
[
Zφnh
ij − φnφiφj +Xφnhij
]
+c4
[
−1
2
X2(Kij −Khij)−Xφkφnkhij +XφkφlKklhij + 2sXBiφj
+Xφnh
i[jC
k]
k +XKφ
iφj − φnφiφj¯φ+ 2Zφ;inφj − (Zφn);kφkhij
]
+
1
2
c5
[
3sXK
[k
k K
l]
l φ
iφjφn + 6Xφ
[k
k K
l]
l φ
iφj + 6(X2);[iK
k]
k φ
j
−3(X2);kφkhi[jK l]l + 3φn
(
Z2 +
φ4n
45
)
G¯ij + 3ZφnR¯φ
iφj − 3φnφ[kk φl]l φiφj + 12(Zφn)[;iφk]k φj
−6s(X2);kBkhij + 6s(X2);iBj + 3φnk(X2);[khi]j + 6(Zφnφk)[;lhi]jφkl − 6(Zφnφk);khi[jφl]l
+6Zφnφ
kR¯klm
[lhi]jφm − 3X2φnG¯ij − 6Xφnkφkhi[jCl]l + 6XKklφkφlhi[jCm]m
+12sXφiB[jC
k]
k − 6sXφnhi[jBk]Bk + 3Xφnhi[jCkkCl]l + 3Zφnφ[kk φl]l hij−12ZφnR¯ikφjφk
]
(69)
where X = − 12sφ2n + Y , Z = 16sφ2n − Y . The boundary equations of motion for variation of the scalar, meanwhile,
are given by
Jφ = −c2φn + c3
[−Cφn −Kijφiφj − φn¯φ]
+c4
[
−Xφn(R¯− sK [ii Kj]j )− φn[−2sBiBi + C [ii Cj]j ] + 4sX;iBi + 2Cφniφi
−2CKijφiφj − 2XKijφij + 2(Xφi);iK − 2(φnφi);i¯φ+ 2φnR¯ijφiφj − 2X;iφin + 2(φnφi);jφji
]
+c5
[
6sX;iB
[iC
j]
j + 6XC
ijφn
(
G¯ij − s
[
KKij − 2KikKkj −
1
2
hij(K
2 +KklK
kl)
])
+3sXφiBi(R¯ − sK [kk K l]l )− 6XCijφj(Kik ;k −K;i)− C [ii CjjCk]k φn
+3sφiB
iC
[k
k C
l]
l − 6sφiCijB[jCk]k + 6XCφi(Kij ;j −K;i)
−6sXCφnKijKij − 6sXφiBj(R¯ij − sKKij + sKikKkj )− 6XCijφkKi[k;j]
−6sXφnKikKkjCij + 3s(XK [ii Kj]j φnφk);k + 6(Xφi);iφ[jj Kk]k
+6Xφ
[i
i K
j]
j;kφ
k + 3(Zφnφi)
;iR¯− 6(Xφi)[;jKk]kφij − 6s(Xφn)[;iKj]j φni
+6(X2)[;iKj]j;i − 3(φnφi);[iφjjφk]k − 6X;iφn;[iφj]j − 6X(φiKij)[;jCk]k + 6XB[iKj]j;iφn
+6XK [iiR¯jk
k]lφjφl − 6φnφ[ii R¯jkk]lφjφl − 6ZφnR¯ijφij − 12(Zφn);iφjR¯ij
−6sXR¯ijBiφj + 3(X2);i(Kij ;j −K ;i) + 6XφniB[iKj]j
]
(70)
D. Galileon in flat space
The original galileon theory [19] corresponds to a single scalar field propagating in Minkowksi space, satisfying the
“galileon” symmetry φ → φ + bµxµ + c, where bµ and c are constants. We can obtain the equations of motion and
boundary terms for this theory by taking the limit gµν → ηµν of the covariant galileon theory. It follows that we
recover the (by now) well known galileon action in the bulk [19],
S =
∫
M
c2X + c3Xφ+ c4Xφ
[f
f φ
g]
g + c5Xφ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h (71)
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The boundary terms do not simplify as much, and are given by
B =
∫
∂M
(
c3 + 2c4¯φ+ 3c5φ
[f
f φ
g]
g
)
φn
(
1
6
sφ2n − Y
)
− 3
2
c5R¯φn
[(
1
6
sφ2n − Y
)2
+
φ4n
45
]
+ c4X
2K +
3
2
c5X
2
(
R¯φn + 2φ
[i
i K
j]
j
)
(72)
One might be puzzled by the presence of curvature terms in this expression. However, even though the bulk geometry
is flat, the same need not be true of the boundary if it corresponds to a non-trivial embedding. That is not to say
that there is no simplication whatsoever. Because the bulk is flat, the Gauss-Codazzi relations lead to the following
identities,
R¯ijkl = sKk[iKj]l
0 = D¯jKij − D¯iK
We have already used the first of these in expressing (72).
The bulk equations of motion are the usual galileon equations [19],
εφ = c2φ+ c3φ
[f
f φ
g]
g + c4φ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h]
h + c5φ
[f
f φ
g
gφ
h
hφ
l]
l (73)
while the boundary equations of motion are given by
Jφ = −c2φn + c3
[−Cφn −Kijφiφj − φn¯φ]
+c4
[
− φn[−2sBiBi + C [ii Cj]j ] + 4sX;iBi + 2Cφniφi
−2CKijφiφj − 2XKijφij + 2(Xφi);iK − 2(φnφi);i¯φ+ 2φnR¯ijφiφj − 2X;iφin + 2(φnφi);jφji
]
+c5
[
6sX;iB
[iC
j]
j + 6XC
ijφn
(
G¯ij − s
[
KKij − 2KikKkj −
1
2
hij(K
2 +KklK
kl)
])
−C [ii CjjCk]k φn + 3sφiBiC [kk Cl]l − 6sφiCijB[jCk]k − 6sXCφnKijKij − 6XCijφkKi[k;j] (74)
−6sXφnKikKkjCij + 3s(XK [ii Kj]j φnφk);k + 6(Xφi);iφ[jj Kk]k
+6Xφ
[i
i K
j]
j;kφ
k + 3(Zφnφi)
;iR¯− 6(Xφi)[;jKk]kφij − 6s(Xφn)[;iKj]j φni
+6(X2)[;iKj]j;i − 3(φnφi);[iφjjφk]k − 6X;iφn;[iφj]j − 6X(φiKij)[;jCk]k + 6XB[iKj]j;iφn
+6XK [iiR¯jk
k]lφjφl − 6φnφ[ii R¯jkk]lφjφl − 6ZφnR¯ijφij − 12(Zφn);iφjR¯ij
−6sXR¯ijBiφj + 6XφniB[iKj]j
]
(75)
where we recall that Cij and Bi are given by equations (51) and (52) respectively. Note that all of these formulae
agree with those presented in [28], save for the boundary curvature terms. It seems that the possibility of a non-trivial
embedding and the resulting boundary curvature was not considered in [28]. It might be interesting to see what effect
these additional terms have on the value of the on-shell Hamiltonian calculated in [29].
V. OUTLOOK
Horndeski’s general scalar-tensor theory [11] has received something of a renaissance in the last year. It is no
surprise that this has coincided with the development of galileons – scalar Lagrangians with seemingly higher derivative
interactions that preserve second order field equations. These have a number of important applications ranging from
consistent violations of the null energy condition [30], to soliton stabilisation [31]. When coupled to gravity, such
theories can exhibit self acceleration [19, 33], self tuning [33], and Vainshtein screening [19, 26, 27, 33, 34]. These
properties are inherited, of course, by Horndeski’s generalisation, but Horndeski’s theory can offer even more. It also
includes chameleons [32], quintessence and k-essence [21], as well as accomodating Higgs inflation [35].
By computing the boundary terms and junction conditions for thin shells in Horndeski’s theory, we have opened up
the possibilty of further applications. The boundary terms, being the analogue of the Gibbons-Hawking term [16, 17]
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in GR, enable us to apply Euclidean path integral methods to the theory. Armed with the junction conditions one
can in principle construct Coleman-De Luccia instantons [36], and use the well defined action to compute tunnelling
rates. Indeed, such analyses may capture salient features of tunnelling within the string landscape [37], at least if we
can treat Horndeski’s theory as a toy representation.
The junction conditions will also enable us to study collapse of a spherical shell in a large class of modified gravity
theories, along the lines initiated for the cubic covariant galileon in [26], helping to develop our understanding of
Vainshtein screening. Furthermore, given that our results do not depend on spacetime dimension, we are now in a
position to study the dynamics of braneworlds in a Horndeski bulk (for reviews of braneworld gravity, see [39, 40]).
In particular it might be interesting to see what effect consistent violation of null energy [30] in the bulk has on the
dynamics of the brane, especially in view of [38].
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Appendix A: Notations and Identities used
This section contains identities that were useful in deriving many of the formulae presented in this paper. Recall
that we are using bulk coordinates xa, and boundary coordinates ξi, and we may think of the boundary as an
embedding xa = Xa(ξ). This defines tangent vectors ∂iX
a, each of which is orthogonal to the unit outward point
normal na. Note that we have assumed that the normal vector na is extended along geodesic such that,
ab ≡ na∇anb = 0. This assumption does not affect the generality of the junction conditions since ab lies
on the boundary and is continuous across the boundary. The induced metric on the boundary is defined as
hij = ∂iX
a∂jX
bgab|∂M
with the Lie derivative along the normal giving the extrinsic curvature
Kij =
1
2
Lnhij
We have repeatedly made use of the following expressions
Bi = s∂iX
anb∇a∇bφ = sD¯i∇nφ− sKijD¯jφ
Cij = ∂iX
a∂jX
b∇a∇bφ = D¯iD¯jφ+ sKij∇nφ
and the following identites
nanbGab = −s
2
[
R¯− sK [ii Kj]j
]
na∂iX
bGab = D¯
jKij − D¯iK
∂iX
a∂iX
bGab = G¯ij − s
[
KKij − 2KikKkj −
1
2
hij(K
2 +KklK
kl) + LnKij − hijLnK
]
nanbRab = −LnK −KijKij
nanc∂iX
b∂jX
dRabcd = −LnKij +KikKkj
∂iX
a∂iX
bRab = R¯ij − sKKij + 2sKikKkj − sLnKij
R = R¯− sK2 − sKijKij − 2sLnK
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